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Abst rac t - - I f  for a difference quation no stabil ity theorem applies, it is necessary to examine this 
difference quation directly. For many equations, however, it is neither obvious whether  solut ions are  
bounded or stable, nor is it trivial to prove such behavior. A useful way to prove boundedness i  to 
find the difference quat ion's  invariant (e.g., see [1 5]). 
But  what is an invariant? It is hard to find a definition of invariants in the l iterature on difference 
equations. Moreover, it turns out that  invariants and Liapunov functions are strongly related con- 
cepts; in fact, invariants can be considered as spec ia l  cases  of Liapunov functions. For this reason, we 
shall extend the concept of L iapunov functions to nonautonomons discrete dynamical  systems,  and 
we sha l l  supply a general definition for invariants that  covers the nonautonomous  case also. @ 2001 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All r ights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
If for a kth-order difference quation 
u~+k = f (n;  un , . . . ,  Un+k-1)  , ?t E N,  (1) 
there is no stability theorem that applies, it is necessary to examine this difference quation 
directly. For many equations, however, it is neither obvious whether the solutions are bounded 
or stable, nor is it trivial to prove such behavior. This may clearly happen for many nonlin- 
ear and nonautonomous difference quations. But surprisingly, these problems occur even for 
autonomous, rational difference quations. One popular example of such an equation is 
a + buT~+l 
~tn+2 = ", ~t C N, 
c + du~ 
where for all a, b, c, d > 0, the unique equilibrium u* of this difference quation seems to be globally 
asymptotically stable; this conjecture is proven for many, but not for all possible parameter 
combinations [1,6]. Other unsolved problems occur if maxima of rational functions are considered 
(e.g., see [5,7]). 
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In many examples, even the proof of boundedness of solutions of (1) turns out to be a problem. 
For this reason, many papers examine so-called invariants of the discrete dynamical system or 
difference quation, which are a powerful tool in investigating boundedness (cf. [1-5]). In all of 
these works, it seems to be unnoticed that invariants and Liapunov functions are strongly related 
concepts. (To the author's knowledge, the only exception is Kulenovid [8], who noticed that 
invariants ometimes may serve as a Liapunov function.) 
We know Liapunov flmctions for autonomous discrete dynamical systems, where they are an 
elegant ool to prove the stability of a fixed point [9-11]. Since kth-order difference quations of 
form (1) can be transformed into a k-dimensional discrete dynamical system of order 1, Liapunov's 
stability theorem is applicable to autonomous difference quations also. However, Liapunov's 
stability theorem does not apply to nonautonomous difference quations (1) in general, which are 
in the center of our interest. 
This gives rise to extend the concept of Liapunov functions to a nonautonomous setting, which 
is the purpose of the next section. Moreover, it turns out that invariants can be considered as 
special cases of Liapunov flmctions, and a general definition of invariants can be given. In the 
last section, we will extend LaSalle's invariance principle [11] to nonautonomous situations. 
2. NONAUTONOMOUS L IAPUNOV FUNCTIONS 
AND GENERAL IZED INVARIANTS 
In the following, we consider nonautonomous discrete dynamical systems of the form 
Xn+ 1 : TrzXrz , n E N, (2) 
where x0 ~ M and (T,~),~>~o is a sequence of self-mappings of a set M c IRk. Although most 
of the following results seem to be true also for general Banach spaces under some additional 
assumptions, we restrict ourselves to the finite-dimensional case. 
DEFINITION 2.1. LIAPUNOV FUNCTION. Let T,z : M ~ f l l  be a sequence of continuous self- 
mappings of fl.I C R ~'. A function V : N x C -~ R is called Liapunov funct ion on C c M for 
(~,~)~>0 if 
(i) V('n, .) is continuous on C tbr all n >~ O; 
(ii) I)(n, z) := V(n + 1, T, zz) - V(n ,  z) <~ 0 fbr all z ~ C, all n > 0 with T~a: ~ C. 
I f  V (n  + 1, x) - V('n, :~) for all 'n >1 0 and all x ~ C, we call V an autonomous Liap'u'nov .fwn, etion, 
and we call V a O~onautonomous) Liapunov fur~ction otherwise. 
For Liapunov functions, we need in addition the following notations. 
DEFINITION 2.2. POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTION. A fm~ction U : N x C --+ R is called positive 
defirzite with respect o some subset G C C C R k i f  there exists a continuous kmct ion  1.1/" : C --~ R 
sucl~ that 
(i) IV(a:) >/0 /br  all x E C and W(x)  = 0 i f  and only i f ,  E G; 
(ii) U(n, x) ~> W(x) for all x C C, all n >~ O. 
DEFINITION 2.3. UNBOUNDED FUNCTION. A function U : N x C --* R is called unbo'unded on 
C c R ~" it' tbr every 'n C N some n0 E N exists such that 
a:cC ,  Ilxl[ >~zo~U(m,z )>~z,  fora11'm>~n0. 
Definition 2.1 is a generalization of Liapunov functions for the autonomous case T~ = T found 
in the literature (e.g., see [9,11] for discrete dynanfical systerns). In this case, Liapunov functions 
sometimes are supposed to be positive definite with respect o some fixed point a:* c C of the 
m~tpping T, and they are called strict if, in addition, also -V- is positive definite with respect 
to z* [10,12]. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. INVARIANT. Let Tn : ~[ --~ M be a sequence of continuous ell:mappings of 
M C N k. A Liapunov function V : N x C -~ R for (T~)~>~o is called invariant of  (2) if 
v(n  + 1, r,~z) = v (n ,  z), for all . >>. O, all z ~ C with %~z ~ C. 
(In this special case of  a Liapunov fimction, it is common to write [ instead of V for the L iapunov 
function.) 
This special case of a Liapunov function V for (Tn)n~>0 is called invariant, because V remains 
invariant under T,~ along solutions; that is, V(n, x~,) = V(0, z0) for all n/> 0 and every solution 
(x~)~>~0 of (2). Invariants have been introduced for difference quations by Kocic and Ladas [1] 
and play an important role in the theory of difference quations. Clearly, every constant function 
V : N x C --~ R is an invariant and, therefore, a Liapunov function for (T,.),~>0, but it does not 
provide any information about the system's behavior. 
Liapunov functions are commonly used to study the stability behavior of the system (2), 
whereas invariants are extensively used to prove the boundedness of solutions of difference qua- 
tions (see, e.g., [11] for Liapunov functions; and see [3] for invariants plus [4] tbr some generalized 
results). The power of invariants to prove boundedness of solutions of (2) is underlined by the 
fact that no alternatiw~ proofs for many systems have yet been found. 
Our first result shows that bounded solutions are implied by unbounded Liapunov functions. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let T.  : llJ --~ M be a sequence of self-mappings o la f  C R ~:. I f  there exists an 
unbounded function U : N x C --~ R on C c il,I, and if for every- x E ~I some ct(x) E R exists 
such that for all n >~ O, 
Tn_  1 o . . .  o Zoz  E C ~ U (7l,,Zn_ 1 o . . .  oToLL' ) ~ Oz(35"), (3) 
then every solution (x,z)n~o of (2) that is eventually contained in C is bounded, h~ particular, if 
C = M,  then every solution of (2) is bounded. 
PROOF. If C itself is a bounded set, there is nothing to show; hence, suppose that C is unbounded 
and that (xn)n~o is a solution of (2) such that some N c N exists with x~ E C for all n ~ N. 
For the sake of contradiction, assume that (x~)~0 is unbounded; that is, for every [ E N some 
k(1) c N, k(l) >~ N + l, exists such that [[x~(z)[I > 1. Since U is unbounded on C, it follows 
that for every n E N, some no E N exists such that U(m, xk(~o)) ) n tbr all m /> no, because 
IIxk(no) II > n0. Hence, by k(I) >1 l for all 1 ~> 0, it follows that for every n ~ N some no ~ N 
exists such that U(k(no),xk(no)) > n. On the other hand, by (3) we have the contradiction 
U(k(l) ,  xk(z)) ~ c~(x0) < oc. Hence, the solution (x~)~>0 must be bounded. | 
REMARK. Obviously, every Liapunov function V for (T,~)~>0 satisfies condition (3) by choosing 
ct(x) = V(N ,  TN_I  o . . .o  Tox). Thus, the existence of an unbounded Liapunov function im- 
plies that solutions are bounded on C C M. Functions U satisfying (3) were called 9e'neralized 
invariants in [4] for the case of nonautonomous difference quations. 
EXAMPLE 1. LYNESS EQUATION. (See [3].) Consider the second-order difference quation 
1 + Un+ 1 
un+2- - - ,  uO,Ul>O, hEN.  (4) 
ltn 
For C = M = I~_ := {(ul ,u2)  E R 2 : U l ,U  2 > 0} and T(n l ,u2)  = (u2, (1 + u2)/'ul), the system 
xn+l = Txn  possesses the autonomous Liapunov function V : C --- R+ with 
(1 + ul)(1 + u2)(1 + tt 1 ~- 'tt2) 
V(Ul, u2) = 
UlU2 
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because 
V(T(~,~) )  = 
(I + u~)(l + (i + us)/ui)(l + u2 + (I + 'g2)/~l) 
u2. (1  + u~)/u~ 
(Ul + 1 + u2)(Ul + UlU2 @ 1 + u2) 
~2gl  
= V(u~, uz). 
Hence, V is an invariant and, in particular, a Liapunov function for (4). Furthermore, it is true 
that  
(Ul -C U2)~tlU2 V(ul,  u2) > = ul + u2, 
~tltt2 
which implies that  V is also unbounded. Hence, every solution of (4) is bounded by Theorem 2.5. 
EXAMPLE 2. A )¢[AX-EQUATION. Consider the second-order nonautonomous difference quation 
n lax{un+l ,an+l} 
u~+2= , uo ,U l>0,  hEN,  (5) 
~n+l~n 
where (an),~)0 is a sequence of parameters uch that an ) a > 0 for all n ) 0. For all n >/ 0, 
suppose that  a,~+4 ~ a~. Then, for C = M/=- II~_ and T,~(Ul, u2) = (u2, max{u2, a~+x}/(ulu2)) f ,  
the system x,~+l = T**:r,~ possesses the nonautonomous Liapunov function V : N × C --~ R+ with 
V(n, ~1, u2) = max an+l an+lan 
~t 2 ~11~/2 
- - ,  an+2'ttl, {2n+31t2 
t . 
By using equation (5), we obtain 
nlax{i£2, an+ 1 } ) 
V(;t + 1, Tn(tt l ,U2))  = V ~rz + 1, w), 
~1 '/t2 
~an+l  /tl/t2 an+2an+l  
= max I. u2 ' an+2max~u2,a,~+l " ' l ~  ~t 2 
an+3//2 ' an+4 ~tl '//2 
{ an+l  (tn+2Ul max{u~, an+l}  ~ ~--- lnax • . 
~12 ' max{~z2, m~+l} 
(Zn+3~2, Inax [ 'ltl , 'ltl U2 
~ inax { ttn-}-i an an+la .  } 
- - ,  an+2~tl, an+3'~t2, ~ - -  
'U 2 7A 1 '~lH,2 
= V(., ,  'ul, '~2). 
~tl~2 
Hence, V is a nonautonomous Liapunov function, but no invariant for (5). Furthernlore, every 
solution (u,,)~>0 of (5) is bounded and persists in the following sense: there exist some constants 
0 < (tl, o'2 < oc depending on tt0, ul such that ctl ~ un ~< ct2 for all n ~> 0. This is due to the 
fact that  V is unbounded, since V(n,'Ul, u2) ~> a~+2ul ~> aul  for all n >~ 0, which implies by 
Theorem 2.5 that every solution of (5) is bounded. Furthermore, a/u~ <~ a~/u~ ~< V(n, ul,  u2) ~< 
V(0, u0, u t) for all n >~ 0 implies that all solutions of (5) also persist. 
If the sequence (a~)~>0 is constant, two- or four-periodic, then by V an invariant of (5) is 
given; i.e., V('n, '~.,~, U,+l)  = const  for all 'n ~> 0 and all solutions (un),~>0 of (5). For the constant 
case, we obtain indeed the invariant given in [13]. 
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3. AUTONOMOUS L IAPUNOV FUNCTIONS AND STABIL ITY  
If nonautonolnotls discrete dynamica.l systems possess an autonomous Liapunov function, we 
find results about the asymptotic behavior of solutions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Tn : ~J --* A[ be a sequence of continuous el f  mappings of M C 1E t'. Let 
C C M be a closed subset of ~l  and let V : N x C --, R be all atltonor~ious L iapunov function 
tbr (T,~),~>0 on C; that is, V (n  + 1, x) = V(n,  x) /br all n, >~ O, all x E C. Then for evew sohltion 
(x,~),~>o f (2) which is bounded and eventually contained in C, it is true that 
'~(:,'0, T,,) c H, (6) 
tvh CFC 
~(:~o, T,) := ~ (x, (r,,)~>o) :-- n U {r,. o . . .  o fox} 
is the omega limit set of the solution (x,,).,~>0 and, letting V(z )  = V(n,  x) for short, H is the set 
given by 
N N U < . 
k~>l n~>Om~>~z 
PROOF. First we show that fbr Y E C we have y c H i f  and only if  there exists a sequence (g,~)n~>o 
of points in C and a sequence ('m(n))~>0 of natm'al numbers such that re(n) ~> ~t,, [/),,(,~)y,~ E C 
for all n >~ 0, IV(~/;,~(,~)y,,) - V(W~)I < 1/n for all 'n ~> 1, and l imn-~ W, = Y. ~Ib prove that we 
define 
an(] 
Ha- N Ha:, H
Obviously, y ~ H~,,~ if and only if y E C and some m ~> n exists such that T .  W C C and 
1(7( m, Y)I < 1/k. Furthermore, Y ~ Ha. if and only if there exists a sequence (z,~).~>.0 of points 
in C such that  z,n C Ha..~ tbr all n ~> 0 and lim,~+,o z~ = y. Thus, y c Ha. if and only if there 
exists a sequence (z,,),,>0 of' points in C and a sequence (m,(n)),~>0 of natural numbers uch that  
',n(n) ~> n and "i;,,(,)z~, c C for all n ) 0, ]V(m('n), z,,)[ < 1/k fbr all rz ) 0, and li,n~_oo z~ = y. 
Finally, since y ~ H if and only if y E Hk for all k ~> 1, it follows that y E H if and only if there 
exist sequences ~k ( )~,~>0 of points in C plus sequences (m~'(n)),,,~>0 of natural numbers such that 
, ,F'( , , ,)  > ,~, T,,~(,,)~: c c ,  and Ig(M(,~), ~ i/a: *or ~ll ,,, , )[ < ~> 0, all k ~> 1, and such that 
~,~ y {br all k >~ 1 The existence of ~a: = • ( -,~),~>0 is equivalent to the existence of a sequence 
(Y;~);~>0 with y.,~ = z~} for all n >~ 1, which therefore has all the claimed properties above. 
Now let x0 C M such that (x,~),~>0 is a bounded solution of (2) which is eventually contained 
in C: that is, some IV ¢ N exists with x,, ~ C for all n /> N. Since C is closed aim (x,~)~>0 
is bounded, we have ~'(xo, T , )  • C and aa(x0, 1;,) ~ 0. Let y C cO(xo,T,,.) be arbitrary. Then 
tt sequence (/(~z)),~>o f integers exists such that lira . . . . .  xz(,~) = y. We choose a subsequence 
(llt(ll,))rz>/O of  (~('lL))n>/O such that re(n) >~ n + N for all >/ 0. Since V is a Liapunov function, 
it fbllows that 
V (.Tm(n+l)) = V (T~,~(n+i)_ 1 o - . .  o ~;n(n)2:m(n)) 
.< v (r,.~,~:,:,.,~,,)) .<v (x,,,u~g, 
for all 'n, >~ O. Since V is continuous, this implies 
v(~)  = nn, v (x,,~(,,+~)) .< lin~ V (r,.(,,):~.,.,(,,)) .< nm V (x.,u~)) = V(:,j). 
~z~oc r t~oo  T~oo 
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This implies that for every k ~> 1, some NI(/~) exists such that 
1 
for all n ~> Nl(k).  
If we define the sequence (Y,~)n>O by Yn = Xm(N,(,~)), then it is true that y,~ E C for all ~ ~> 0 as 
well as T,4N~(~))y,~ d C for all ';z/> 0, since xn E C for all rz ~> N by assumption. Obviously, we 
also have lim,~+~ '.q;z = Y. Furthernmre, it is true that 
1 
I V (Yn) - V (Tm(N~(,n))yn)l < --, for all ~ ~> 1. 
Hence, y E H. | 
REMARK. Theorem 3.1 is an extension of LaSalle's invarianee principle tbr autonomous ys- 
tems [11, Proposit ion 2.6]. This principle states that if 
(i) V is a Liapunov function for T on C, and 
(ii) a solution (x~),~>0 of the autonomous ystem x,~+3 = Tx~, T : M --+ M is bounded and 
eventually contained in C, 
then there is a real number a = a(xo) such that cc(zo,T) C H n v- i (a ) ,  where V - l (a )  is the 
inverse image of V with respect o a and fa r is given by 
If T is autonomous, then clearly V and V are autonomous functions too. Thus, the set H in 
Theorem 3.1 reduces to 
r~(y) 1 } H=[-] ~;cC:T~,~C, <~ =[{. 
k>~l 
The additional statement that cu(x0,T) C v- l (a )  is true also for the more general situation in 
Theorem a.l: the boundedness of (x,~),,,>0 and the continuity of V imply that the nonincreasing 
sequence (V(x,~))~>0 is bounded below; hence, lim,~+~o V(x~) = a = a(z0). For y E co(x0, T) it 
follows that V(y) = a; therefore, y E V- l (a) .  
EXAMPLE. Let fll = R 2 and let Tn : 2kr -~ M be defined by 
r,,(,~,,~) = \ fTT f '  1 +~,,~J ' (7) 
where la,~l,t%~l ~ 1 for all ,), ~> 0. Let V :  M + R be defined by ~/(Ul,U2) = ~t 2 -~-U 2. Then it 
follows for ~, = ('~Zl, 'u2) T that 
v(~,  ,~) = v (3b , )  - v(~)  
a 2 %2 2 2 
_ n 2 + br~l  ~12 _ ,~2 
(1 ÷ u~) 2 (1 + ,~)2 
.< (£  - + - 1 )  .< o ,  
for all ,t >~ 0, all u = (Ul,U2) T C M. Thus, V is an autonomous Liapunov function of (T,~)T,,>0 
on kf. Furthermore, V is unbounded on M which implies by Theorem 2.5 that  every solution 
is bounded. Hence, Theorem a.1 applies which yields that co(u,7)~) C H, where H is given as 
above. Now consider the case that a := limsup~,>0 ]a~] < 1 and b := lirnsupn>o Ib~l < 1. Then 
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some real numbers g < 1, b < 1, and some integer N ~> 0 exist such that la,~F ~< ~ and Ib,~l ~< l) 
for all n ~> N. This yields 
17(re, u) ~> (1 -D2)  u~+(1-~i / ) )u2  >0,  
for all m ~> N, and all u = (ul, u2) T ¢ O. Hence, we find that H = {0}, which implies that every 
solution of (7) converges to 0. In the case a = 1, b < 1, some D < 1 and some integer N ~> 0 exist 
such that  Ib~l ~< D for all n ~> N. This yields 
for all m ~> N, and all u, :/- 0. Hence, we find that in this case H = {(Ul, 0) T :tL1 c R} which 
implies that  every solution of (7) converges to the axis H. 
Now we can derive an extension of Liapunov's tability theorem for nonautonomous systems (2). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let T,~ : M --+ M be a sequence or'continuous el£mappings ot'k.I C R ~:. Let 
C C M be a dosed subset of M and let V : N × C --+ R be an autonomous Liapunov function for 
(~;~)~>0 on C; that is, V(n + 1, x) = V(n, x) fbr all n ) O, all x E C. S~zppose that V and -1? 
are positive definite with respect to some x* E C. Then x* is asymptotical ly stable. H 'C  = M 
is closed and V is unbounded, then x* is globally asymptotically stable. 
PRooF.  Since x* E C, we can find some p > 0 such that for B = B(x*. p) it is true that B C C. 
First we show that  x* is stable. Let 0 < e < p be arbitrary. As V is autonomous, positive 
definite, and continuous, it follows that 
m = min{V(x)  :c  ~< IIx - x*ll ~< p} > 0. 
Now let G = {x E B : V(x)  <<. rn/2}. Since G C C and l ) (n,x)  = V(T ,x ) -V(x )  ~< 0 for all 
n ~> 0, all x E G, it follows that 
0 ~ V(T,~x) ~ V(x)  <<. -~, for all x E G and all ',z/> 0. 
Thus, T,~x C G for all x E G, all n ~> 0. As x* E G and V is continuous, there exists some 5 > 0 
such that  B(x*,  5) C G; otherwise a sequence (a,~).,~>0 with lim~>-+oo a~ = x*, but a.,~ ~ G for all 
n ~> 0 exists; this implies the contradiction V(a~) > m/2  as well as lim~+o¢ V(a~,.) = V(x*) = 0. 
Thus, for Zo E B(x*,  ~) it follows that x0 C G and, therefore, T,~xo ~ G for all n/> 0. Moreover, it 
is true that G C B(x*,-:), because x E G, but x ~ B(z*,  e) implies by G C B that e ~< I Ix -x  * II ~< P 
and thus V(x)  ~> m in contradiction to V(z)  <<. m/2. Hence, 
z n = T n o . . .  o r 1 o Tox 0 E G C B (z*, e),  for all n ~> 0, 
and so x* is stable. 
Evidently, for matched ~ > 0 we have z,~ c G for all n ~> 0 and all solutions (x,~),~>0 with 
Zo E B(z* ,  ~). Since G = G C C, V is also a Liapunov function on G; thus, Theorem 3.1 applies 
and yields that co(z,T~z) C H for all z E B(z* ,a) ,  where H is given as in Theorem 3.1. By 
assumption, we have that _1) is positive definite on G in x , that is, some continuous flmction 
W : C --+ R exists such that  
0 <. w(~)  ~< ?(m, y) = -v ( .~ ,  y), for all ,,~ > 0, all y ~ C, 
where }V(y) = 0 if and only i fy=x* .  This implies that for every9  E G, 9 ¢ :z*  some'k0 > 1 
exists such that  1/k ~< W(y) ~< IV(m,y)l  for all k >~ k0 and all m ~> 0. Hence, 
k>~l n>~Om>~n 
c N , ec ww< . ={x*} 
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Therefore, we finally obta in l imn~oo x~ = x* for all solutions (x~)~)0 with xo ~ B(x*, 5). It 
remains to show that  x* is globally asymptot ica l ly  stable if C = M is closed. In this case, we 
stil l have H = {x*} and x* is stable. Since every solution of the system is contained in C, 
Theorem 3.1, it follows that  
a~(x,T,~) C H = {x*}, for all x E M, 
which concludes the  proof. | 
Coro l la ry  3.2 covers in par t icu lar  the  case where all operators  Tn possess the  same fixed point  
x* E M.  Th is  is, for example,  g iven if T~ is a convex-combinat ion  of two mapp ings  hav ing the  
same fixed point.  
EXAMPLE. Cons ider  the example  above again and suppose that  a < 1 and b < 1. Then,  we can 
find 5,~) < 1 w i th  ]a,~ t ~< ~ and Ib~l <~ b for all n ~> 0 (wi thout  toss of general i ty;  otherwise,  we 
can lump the  first N operators) .  Now define for u = (ul,  u2) T ¢ M the  funct ion W : M + R by 
Then we obtain l ) (n ,u )  <~ -W(u)  <<. 0 for all x ¢ M, all n >~ 0 and W(u)  = 0 if and only if 
~ = 0; i.e., V is an autonomous,  unbounded Liapunov function such that  V and -1 )  are posit ive 
definite on M = R 2 in 0. Hence, u* = 0 is global ly asymptot ica l ly  stable by Corol lary 3.2. 
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